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Same Scenario 8/8/16

When Obama talked about change, what he was talking about was using the 
FBI, BLM, FEMA, DHS, BATF, IRS as commercial armies acting under the 
color of law against citizens.

cold

Remember, once Hitler's Brown Shirts got him into power they were hunted 
down and killed. 

We are presently up against the same vermin again. It is the same religious 
affiliations, families, banks perpetrating identity theft, credit fraud, and a spree 
of killing off their primary creditors. They have preplanned their "Final Solution" 
and built 800 Fema camps in  the U.S. and are willing to collect on the 
insurance policies taken out on every American just like Adolph did on those in 
his camps. 

The people are on to this. That's why gun sales are skyrocketing. 

Connecticut tried to disarm their citizens, so the people published a list along 
with addresses of those who voted for this plan and selected drivers to drive by 
those addresses as a show of solidarity. The Sandy Hook scam is now in court 
and the truth is revealing. 
 
Of course, intelligence knows that the Satanic Cult Jesuits are behind all of 
this. They helped create corporations which are fictions contrived to alleviate 
responsibility. 

One of the Vatican's problems was that people can't do business with a fiction 
so they created phoney documents to make that link by creating a Birth 
Certificate trust written in "GLOSSA" or ancient Latin called "DOG LATIN" and 
gave permission to Judges ("Contract Administrators") and Attorneys (British 
Foreign Agents) who hold union cards called licenses to access this fund to 
pay beneficiary debts, 

however, the court personnel place the position of "Trustee" on the defendent 
allowing the courts to pay court costs and other renumerations. House Joint 
Resolution 192 in 1933 clearly states the role of beneficiary as the defendent's 
to have his debts settled via this trust. 

08Aug16 – US Treasury some Associated 
Links
Citizens are now holding court officials and attorneys accountable in 27 states 
with the rest to follow. Americans are fed up and armed.............E.
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